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This paper investigates the problem of cell recognition in the image of a table using the
example of the Russian tax document (2-NDFL). Despite the simple structure of the tables,
the printing method is based on a flexible template. The flexibility of the form is observed in
the modifications of textual information and in the table area. The flexibility of tables lies in
the modification of the number and size of columns. A structural method was proposed for
table detection. The input data are the detected horizontal and vertical segments. Segments
were searched by the Smart Document Reader system. Implementing and testing the method
were also carried out in the Smart Document Reader system. In addition to detecting the
area where tables can be placed, the following objectives were achieved: searching for
table cells, naming table cells, and validating the table area. Validation of the table area
was performed for separate tables and for table sets. The application of table aggregate
descriptions showed the high reliability of linking table sets.
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Introduction

A text table is defined as a set of rows and columns. Borders of rows and columns
can be defined by a limited number of ways of data representation: separating segments
(lines), separating areas between text cells, and highlighting by color.

Affordable scanning devices appeared in the late 80’s and early 90’s of the 20th century.
Simultaneously commercial programs for text recognition (OCR) were developed. In OCR
it was possible to recognize tables. Tables were extracted from pages of both arbitrary and
administrative documents, such as tax, banking, or insurance forms. Such documents con-
tained tables with a known or typed structure. Often administrative document designers
are limited to simple tables in the form of matrices.

Currently, there is ongoing research not only in document recognition [1, 2], but also
in table recognition. The paper [3] states that optical recognition for data recovery from
financial documents using text regression analysis is an expensive and impractical solution.
A well-known methodology is pattern matching. However, for classes of documents such as
invoices, there is no predefined set of samples, which has been known to limit the accuracy.
The authors [3] claim that the use of recurrent neural networks and graph neural networks
solves most of these problems. Attention is drawn to the problem of document image
noisiness, which leads to incorrect extraction or recognition of characters in images and
PDF files. It is stated in [3] It is stated in [3] that most systems recognize tables with
errors due to lack of antialiasing, skew correction, rotation correction, etc.

In paper [4] table parsing is reduced to two tasks: table detection and table structure
recognition [5]. The task of table detection can be solved by detecting a set of pixels
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representing the table area in a document. Effective methods are known to solve this
problem [6–9], providing high detection results in publicly available datasets. Other tasks
in table recognition are table structure identification, table structure comprehension, and
cell area detection [10].

An obvious way to identify table structure is to detect grid boundaries [11–13]. Detect-
ing cell areas can be based on identifying the rows and columns that form the set of table
cells [4]. The works [11, 14–17] describe mechanisms for predicting the area of rows and
columns of a table. When processing simple tables, non-visible grid lines are predicted [18].
The row/column split operation can also extract cells containing multiple lines of text.
The authors of [16] describe a group of methods that reconstruct relationships between
retrieved table cells using GNN (Graph Neural Networks). It is noted that GNN-based
methods depend on substantial training costs based on large volume samples.

Although the topic is well-developed, many logical problems remain relevant. For ex-
ample, researchers are looking for more efficient solutions to the problem of finding table
cell boundaries and the problem of identifying the table structure.

Some of the issues are solved by training on representative datasets. For example, a
system CloudScan is described in [19] that extracts data from a dataset using recurrent
neural network (LSTM) and provides high-precision extraction. CloudScan does not rely
on invoice layout templates. CloudScan provides extraction of 8 fields.

A dataset of 326 471 invoices was used to train CloudScan [19]. Another high-volume
dataset is an image-based dataset of documents with tables, TableBank [20]. TableBank
consists of 417 000 labelled tables and original documents. A smaller ICDAR dataset is
available – 124 documents from the ICDAR 2013 table detection competition [21].

1. Background

Let us consider the task of recognizing tables contained in 2-NDFL tax documents
used in the Russian Federation. The 2-NDFL document is a single-column document and
can be either single-page or multi-page. 2-NDFL tables are simple, their structure is known
in advance. Templates in XLS format are used for printing them out. Features of 2-NDFL
tables are the presence of several types of tables (four types of tables are used t1, t2, t3, t4),
several types of tables (four types of tables are used t1, t2, t3, t4 are used), the possibility of
repeating one type of table, transfer of tables to the next page. The source data are images
of 2-NDFL documents scanned or digitized by mobile devices. The result of recognition
is data from the cells of each table. Recognition of tables should work in the Smart ID
Engine document recognition system [22]. For training, validation, and testing there were
about 2575 images of 2-NDFL pages available with different digitization quality.

The following functions of the Smart ID Engine were used to solve the problem:
• page boundary search;
• page shape normalization;
• image improvement;
• detection of lines (segments).

Smart ID Engine features were also used to recognize text objects. A two-stage process
of flexible document recognition was implemented in this system. In the first stage, the
detection of graphic primitives in the normalized page image and recognition without using
the description of the document and its parts were performed. After that, the boundaries
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of the fields that contain variable information of the document were predicted. In the
second stage, the fields were recognized again using the parameters of the detected fields.
It was decided to detect table and cell boundaries before the text recognition stage. This
significantly accelerated the processing of one page by eliminating the recognition of words
in the table areas at the first stage.

The task of table recognition is to extract the maximum number of cell boundaries of
all tables on a page. The following attributes must be known for each cell:
• table type t;
• number of the given table type t;
• column type f.

2. Algorithms for Solving Table Cell Detection Problems

To detect table areas and determine their structure, we used sets of lines

Sh = {Sh1
, . . . , Shn

, Sv = Sv1 , . . . , Svm}.

Image vectorization was based on methods relying on morphological operations on image
pixels.

A large volume of examples, exceeding 100 000 samples, was used to train vectorization
mechanisms. This allowed to creation of an algorithm that detects segments of different
lengths and with different distortions. The shapes of real segments can be different from
ideal ones. The segments may be noisy and partially lost during digitization.

Only a set of vertical segments Sv was used to search for table areas. Each segment of
Sv was described by a quadrilateral

Q(Sv) = (P1(Sv), P2(Sv), P3(Sv), P4(Sv)),

where each point P (Sv) consisted of two coordinates Px(Sv) and Py(Sv) in the normalized
page image. For vertical segments the following relation is true

|P x1(Sv)− P x2(Sv)| ≪ |P y1(Sv)− P y4(Sv)|. (1)

For horizontal segments the following relation is true

|P x1(Sv)− P x2(Sv)| ≫ |P y1(Sv)− P y4(Sv)|.

The pages were pre-normalized to a size of Nh pixels in height and Nw pixels in width.
The projection {v1, . . . vNh

} of all Svj segments on the vertical axis was calculated:

vq =

m
∑

j=1

ϑ(Sv
j , q), (2)

where ϑ(Sv
j , q) equals 1, if the quadrilateral Svj intercepts with the segment

(1, q, Nw, q).

Otherwise ϑ
(

Sv
j , q

)

equals 0. In the projection {v1, . . . , vNh
}, non-intersecting areas

were convsidered
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J = (j1 + j1 + 1, . . . , j2)

with close values:

|Vz(J)− η(t)| < ε(t),

where η(t) is mode of the value series {v1, . . . , vNh
}, and ε(t) is specified proximity param-

eter. The parameter ε(t) is necessary to account for image distortions, leading to segment
detection errors.

Fig. 1. Examples of 2-NDFL document tables t1, t2, t3, t4

For ideal tables, the values of η(t) are equal to the number of table columns, increased
by 1 (see. Fig. 1). For ideal tables, the value η(t) is invariant: η(t1) = 12, η(t2) = 9, η(t3) =
5, η(t4) = 3. However, due to changes in the design of the 2-NDFL document, the number
of vertical segments of η(t), may also change, see the example in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Example of redesigning 2-NDFL document tables (merging t1 segments and break-
ing t2 into separate tables)

Another likely cause of the change in η(t) is an error in setting the scan area, resulting
in the loss of the leftmost or rightmost segment; see the example in Fig. 3.

Thus, the acceptable value η(t) for each table lies within a certain range η1(t)÷ η2(t).
In this case, the ranges for some tables intersect η(t3) ∈ [3, 12] and η(t4) ∈ [1, 3]. Detection
errors of noisy segments and false segments are possible, see the example in Fig. 4.

The result of the analysis is represented by a set of candidate areas of the table.
Each candidate area J using of characteristic η(t) is assigned to one or more types of
tables (τ1(J), τ2(J), . . . , τk(j)(J)). Qualification precision of several tables on one page
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Fig. 3. Example of the redesign of 2-NDFL document tables (loss of vertical segment
during scanning)

Fig. 4. Examples of table segment detection errors

was enhanced by the use of a layout – an ordered set of candidate areas J1, J2, . . . , Jn.
During the training process, acceptable layouts are specified. Some possible permissible
layouts are given in Table 1. The following layouts are allowed on the used datasets:
(t1, t2, t3, t4), (t1, t2, t3), (t1, t2), (t4, t3, t2, t1), and others. Layout (t4, t3, t2, t1), (t3, t2, t1) and
their analogues correspond to the case when the document image is rotated by 180 degrees.

Table 1
Permissible table layouts of the 2-NDFL document

t1 t1 t1 t1 t1 t1 t3 t4 t1 t1 t1 t1 t1 t1 t1 t3
t2 t2 t2 t2 t2 t2 t2 t3 t1 t2 t2 ? t3 t3 ? t4
t3 t3 t3 t3 t3 t3 t1 t2 t3 t2 t3 t4 t6
t1 t1 t1 t4 t4 t1
t2 t3 t2 t1
t3

ro
ta

te

ro
ta

te

Consider the layout J1, J2, . . . , Jn a word with symbols from the alphabet {t1, t2, t3, t4},
and possible layouts – a dictionary over the same alphabet. After checking the eligibility
of the layout, the table areas are considered to be bound. When specifying the ranges
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η1(t) ÷ η2(t) it is necessary to take into account errors of detection of vertical segments.
The main cause of such errors is the lightening of a part of the page area.

The next task is to find the cell boundaries of each table. Horizontal segments are used
for this purpose. Similar to the projection of vertical segments, projections of horizontal
segments are made in the linking areas of tables with known type. Table sections separated
by sufficient gaps are specified (see Fig. 2). In the area of table t1 there can be one or two
sections, in the area of table t2 – one, two, or four sections. Other types of tables have one
section. Further, it is possible to define a simple matrix structure in each section.

False columns or rows may be detected in the lightened areas due to possible loss of
part of the segments. Such false cells are the merge of several real cells. However, fused
columns or rows can be successfully processed at a later stage. This is the case when it
is known that a column (row) is a merge of several columns (rows) with known widths
(heights). To a group of such cells, the algorithms forming a column mask are applied [4],
which separates a column in two.

After cell boundary detection, cell naming is performed, i.e. attributes are assigned to
each cell such as table type t, number of the given table type t, column type f. The column
type can be composite for cases of merged columns. When naming, cells from the table
caps of classes t1 and t2 are excluded. All table cells, including empty ones, are involved
in the naming procedure. Cells with constant information are excluded from table cells.
Recognition by artificial neural networks and post-processing of the recognition results by
LM models are performed within the boundaries of the remaining cells.

3. Experiments

The method parameters were selected on their private dataset D1. On another pro-
prietary dataset D2, the layout accuracy, table linking accuracy, and average table cell
recognition accuracy were evaluated. The volumes of datasets D1 and D2 were 1575 and
1000 documents. The results are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
Table linking accuracy and average accuracy of table cells recognition

Type of Table t1 t2 t3

Reject of tables (%)
dataset D1 0,7 1,1 1,3
dataset D2 1,7 1,8 2

Average cell recognition accuracy (%)
dataset D1 1,35 1,86 1,73
dataset D2 2,85 2,81 3,5

The data in Table 2 show that table t1 is most accurately bound. Tables t2 and t3
are bound worse due to the deterioration of vertical line detection in the table zone. This
deterioration is due to the lower height of the zones of tables t2 and t3 compared to the
height of the zone of table t1.

From the data in Table 2 it can be seen that the tables are detected worse in the test
sample images of dataset D1 than in the training sample images of dataset D1. Neverthe-
less, it is impossible to speak about the retraining of the model. First, the number of layout
linking failures includes several images of old versions of 2-NDFL documents that do not
correspond to the described model. Second, images with table linking errors from the D2
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dataset are actually more distorted. The linking errors for each of the tables are due to
the inability to identify the table elements for the overexposed areas. In the overexposed
areas, some of the segments are detected inaccurately. When detecting the table area, this
leads to unacceptable values of η(t).

The achieved accuracy of table linking and recognition was high. Datasets D1 and D2

were not synthesized datasets but were taken from real document archives. Datasets D1

and D2 can be characterized as noisy compared to the mentioned datasets [20, 21]. These
datasets [20,21] contain document images not only without noise but also without rotation
(see examples in Fig. 5). Another test dataset D3 was synthesized. Dataset D3 consisted of
clean documents printed on 2 printers and scanned on 2 scanners. Dataset D3 was free of
digitization defects and the rotation angle ranged from 1 – 7◦. The results of table linking
and recognition on dataset D3 are shown in Table 3. It can be concluded that the model
is workable when scanning at a resolution of 75 dpi or higher.

a) b)

c)

Fig. 5. Examples of noise-free and non-rotated images from datasets [20, 21]

4. Discussion

The proposed technology for table search and table cell recognition consists of the
following steps:
• page localization;
• page normalization;
• image processing;
• vectorization (line detector);
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Table 3
Table linking accuracy and average table cell recognition

accuracy for dataset D2

dpi percentage rejection tables accuracy of recognition
300

0% 100%
200
150
100
75 0% 99,80%
50 30 – 40% 50 – 60%

• table layout detector;
• if the layout is rotated then the image is rotated by 180◦ and the first step is performed;
• table cell detector;
• recognition cells via ANN (LSTM).

The method described in this paper (table detector) links the line detector mechanism
and OCR. To a large extent, the success of table and table cell extraction is based on
vectorization capabilities. The used table detector can extract not only clear segments,
but also segments distorted by foreign objects, and segments broken into parts. The used
table detector is adjusted in such a way that the errors of selecting segments broken
into parts are about 2 times greater than the errors of selecting segments distorted by
foreign objects. This results in the fact that more failures of the method are observed on
overexposed document images than on noisy images.

The proposed method is focused on images in which the dividing lines of the sheet
line system are converted into segments after normalization. However, the method also
works on images in which the segments are represented by curves. Fig. 6 shows a table
digitized using the camera of a mobile device. In Fig. 6 it can be seen that all the segments
were found using Table detector. However, due to digitization defects, condition (1) is not
always satisfied. In other words, in the left part of the table the vertical segments Q(Sv)
have width |P x1(Sv)−P x2(Sv)| comparable to the height |P y1(Sv)−P y4(Sv)|. Construction
of the projection according to formula (2) allows to find approximate cell boundaries for
such segments as well.

Fig. 6. Example of a digitized 2-NDFL table using a mobile device camera
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Conclusion

The paper proposes an algorithm for detecting tables and table cell boundaries for
a 2-NDFL tax document. This document is of great interest because it contains several
simple tables. Each table has a constant number of columns. The set of tables is not
constant. The cell boundaries of the tables are not constant as well. It is possible to move
a part of the table to the next page of the document.

A simple method of checking whether a sequence of image rows belongs to a table
of a certain type is proposed. For this purpose, the structural method of analyzing the
projection of segment areas is applied. A layout model is proposed for table area detection.
A layout consists of a sequence of several tables with a previously known description of
each table. The use of a dictionary of possible layouts ensures the reliability of the linking
of all tables in the document image.

The proposed algorithm uses a set of segments found by the vectorizer in the normal-
ized image as input data. The result of the algorithm is either a set of table cells, or an
indication of the need to rotate the image by 180◦, or an indication that the set of tables
is incorrect.

The peculiarity of the algorithm is that word recognition is not applied to find tables.
Recognition is applied only to valid images after the algorithm is completed. This explains
the high speed of the algorithm (0,02 – 0,1 milliseconds on IntelR© Core

TM

i9-9900 3.60 GHz,
DDR 2666 MHz).

The limits of the algorithm’s applicability are determined by the ability of the vector-
izer to detect segment boundaries in noisy and distorted images. The conducted experi-
ments have proved that
• for medium and high-quality scans, table cells of the 2-NDFL are detected with no er-
rors;
• for noisy and distorted images, the table area detection error of the 2-NDFL does not
exceed 2%, and the table cell detection error does not exceed 2,5%;
• for digital photos of 2-NDFL documents the table search error depends on the success
of solving the tasks of searching and restoring the document sheet boundaries.

The proposed algorithm can be applied to find table cells in documents containing
tables with a known set of columns.
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ТЕХНОЛОГИЯ РАСПОЗНАВАНИЯ ТАБЛИЦ В НАЛОГОВЫХ
ДОКУМЕНТАХ РФ

О.А. Славин1,2

1Федеральный исследовательский центр ≪Информатика и управление≫ РАН,
г. Москва, Российская Федерация
2ООО ≪Смарт Энджинс Сервис≫, г. Москва, Российская Федерация

Рассматривается известная задача распознавания ячеек таблиц на изображении.
Исследуется обработка налогового российского документа 2-НДФЛ. Несмотря на
простую структуру таблиц, способ печати основан на гибком шаблоне. Гибкость
формы наблюдается как в части модификаций текстовой информации, так и в
области таблиц. Гибкость таблиц состоит в изменении числа и размеров столбцов.
Для детектирования таблиц был предложен структурный метод. Входными данными
метода являются детектированные горизонтальные и вертикальные отрезки. Поиск
отрезков проводился механизмами, реализованными в системе Smart Document Reader.
Апробация и внедрение предложенного метода также осуществлялось в системе Smart
Document Reader. Кроме детектирования области предполагаемого размещения таблиц
решены следующие задачи: поиск ячеек таблиц, именование ячеек таблиц, валидация
области таблицы. Валидация области таблицы проводилась для отдельных таблиц,
а также для совокупностей таблиц. Применение описаний совокупностей таблиц
обеспечило высокую надежность привязки набора таблиц.

Ключевые слова: распознавание таблиц; детектирование отрезка; раскладка

таблиц.
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